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Firmus Barrier 
Firmus Barriers offer a quick and easy solution for hazard control and 
safeguarding pedestrians. The high visibility design of the barrier and 
unique interlocking design, means that they are an effective way to 
enclose excavations and hazards. 

The barriers measure approximately 1m high and are manufactured from from high 
density polyethylene (HDPE), perfect for external use.

The barriers interlock and are fixed in position with a universal pin. The Firmus Barriers 
are typically used when a high visibility, secure yet temporary solutions is required. 
These are light weight and easy to store, transport and place in position.

Key Features 
 Chapter 8 compliant

 Light weight and easy to store and transport

 Compatible with additional lighting and high visibility signage

 Fast, flexible solution for temporary safety barriers

 Suitable for external use for extended periods

 Compatibility with other link-pin systems

 Various safety colours available

 All our barriers can be delivered anywhere in the UK and 
 are available for hire or purchase.

Working length*

Firmus barrier connection pin Firmus  connected via hook and eye system

560mm

Weight 12kg

1075mm

2000mm

Firmus Barrier Specification
Measurements in mm

Length*  Width  Height Weight (kg) Colour Product ID

2035 600 1075 12 Red  SBS200310

2035 600 1075 12 Orange  SBS200300
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Firmus barriers over drain cover

Firmus barriers creating walkway

Protection for pedestrian from works

Can be rapidly deployed

The Firmus Barrier in action 
Please see right for some images of the 
Firmus Barriers in use. You can see that the 
safety colours used for this product ensure 
high visibility and clear warning of hazards 
for both pedestrians and road users. 

The reflective strip on the top section of the barrier 
enhances visibility after dark and poor weather 
conditions. There is also plenty of space for additional 
warning signs and beacons. 

We offer an anti-slip feet option, for increasing stability 
on rough terrain and uneven surfaces. The universal pin 
and locking system ensure that the barriers are also 
compatible with other link-pin systems.
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Technical Details
Firmus Barrier

Connection 
loop

Connection 
hook

Rubber 
560mm feet

2000mm

1075mm

Weight 12kg
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The product information included in this document is correct at the time of print. Some of the details and specifications featured 
may change without prior notice. Please visit our website or contact our sales team for the most up-to-date information.
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